
Vicars’ Close was built to secure music within the operation and worship of Wells Cathedral: evidence
suggests that Vicars’ Choral in Wells came into existence in the 1100s. During the Reformation, when
vast numbers of artifacts and practices of the old religion were destroyed, the music of Wells
continued much along its previous lines. 

All aspects of the Close are Grade I listed, reflecting its heritage significance. Each building originally
had a ground floor hall measuring c.6x4m, with a staircase at the rear leading to an upper room. The
houses had ‘all mod cons’, including a latrine which emptied into a drain running along the back of the
houses, and fresh piped water, probably provided by Bishop Beckington. Originally vicars were
expected to live on their own, but some had servants paid for by the College. Kitchen facilities were
not necessary as vicars met in the Vicars’ Hall to eat together: the main kitchen (or buttery), bakery
and brewhouse were all in the same building as the Hall.

A SHORT HISTORY OF

VICARS' CLOSE

Vicars’ Close comprises two rows of
houses with the Close Chapel at the north
and Vicars’ Hall at the south. Vicars’ Hall is
joined directly to the Cathedral by the
Chain Bridge, which originally enabled the
Vicars Choral to move easily to the Quire
of the Cathedral to sing the services. Built
for Bishop Ralph of Shrewsbury, who
founded a college for the Vicars Choral in
1348, the Close is thought to be the oldest
purely residential street with its original
buildings surviving in England.

All properties have been altered from the mid-15th
Century, including the addition of the iconic chimneys
and extensions to the rear. Originally 42 houses were
built (one per vicar), but 30 were combined into 15
larger houses following the Reformation, when vicars
were allowed to marry. 

The Close now comprises 27 residences and the Chapel
and Vicars’ Hall remain. Vicars’ Close is a remarkable
survival of medieval architecture and each individual
property, whilst appearing relatively uniform from the
front, is unique in size and layout due to the altered
interiors and later rear extensions. The properties
incorporate a wide variety of construction design and
materials from many periods.
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